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Transport properties of local thermodynamic equilibrium hydrogen plasmas
including electronically excited states
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A study of the dependence of transport coefficients~thermal conductivity, viscosity, electrical conductivity!
of local thermodynamic equilibrium H2 plasmas on the presence of electronically atomic excited states, H~n!,
is reported. The results show that excited states with their ‘‘abnormal’’ cross sections strongly affect the
transport coefficients especially at high pressure. Large relative errors are found when comparing the different
quantities with the corresponding values obtained by using ground-state transport cross sections. The accuracy
of the present calculation is finally discussed in the light of the selection of transport cross sections and in
dependence of the considered number of excited states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transport properties of H2 thermal plasmas have been ca
culated by many authors due to their importance in ma
technological applications@1–4#. The reiteration of these
studies is usually justified by the improvement of the inp
data ~collision integrals! entering in the relevant equation
Moreover, more recently an effort to understand the role
thermodynamics and kinetics in affecting the data has b
reported@5,6#. In all cases the presence of electronically e
cited states in affecting the transport coefficients has b
completely ignored. The justification is the low concent
tions of electronically excited states compared to that in
ground state. This point is however a little contradicto
when comparing the similar effort made by different auth
in the calculation of partition functions and thermodynam
properties of hydrogen species. Inspection of these resul
fact shows that the specific heat of hydrogen atoms rea
values orders of magnitude higher than the correspond
translational contribution, thus indicating a role of electro
cally excited states with high principal quantum numbers
affecting the thermodynamics of hydrogen plasmas@7#. It is
indeed true that the specific heat of the single species rea
its maximum when entropic effects shift the equilibrium t
wards ionization so that excited states should lose t
strong effect in determining the total quantities. Despite th
one overlooks that excited states have cross sections dra
cally depending on the principal quantum number, so t
neglecting excited states in the transport equations could
pear a strong approximation.

Many years ago an attempt to estimate the role of exc
states in affecting the transport properties of H2 thermal plas-
mas was made by one of us@8,9#. The results, which were
limited to plasmas operating at atmospheric press
showed some dependence of the transport properties on
presence of excited states. This dependence however wa
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much depending on the selection of collision integrals,
accuracy of which was poor at that time. Anunusualeffect
was also observed for the so-called reactive thermal cond
tivity @9#. This contribution, which represents the diffusion
ionization energy through the temperature gradient exis
in the plasma@10#, is expressed as a ratio of two determ
nants, whose order depends on the number of indepen
chemical reactions occurring in the plasma. Diagonal a
nondiagonal terms appear in the equation. The unusual e
observed consisted in the fact that when the complete e
tion was used, the reactive thermal conductivity appea
practically independent of the presence of excited states
their abnormal cross sections, the reverse being true w
only diagonal terms were taken into account. This point h
been recently confirmed by our group@11# in a new attempt
to shed light on the role of electronically excited states on
reactive thermal conductivity. In this paper, however, w
have shown that compensation effects of diagonal and n
diagonal terms for atmospheric plasmas disappear at hi
pressures. The increase of pressure shifts the ionization e
librium to higher temperatures where the electronically e
cited states start being populated without losing their ab
lute concentrations.

More recently we have reanalyzed the role of excit
states in affecting the viscosity of hydrogen plasmas@12#. In
this case too we have shown a strong effect of these stat
affecting the viscosity, especially at high pressure. Moreov
we have confirmed the importance of including the o
diagonal terms in the equation for the viscosity. Empiric
rules for calculating viscosity must be ruled out; probab
one should use, in this case, higher approximations of
Chapman-Enskog method.

To conclude our work we present in this paper the infl
ence of excited states on the translational thermal conduc
ity of hydrogen plasmas as well as on the contribution
electrons to thermal and electrical conductivity. These l
terms require a strong effort in the evaluation of the relev
diffusion and viscosity type transport cross sections. Mo
over, the calculation of diffusion transport cross sections
the interaction of H(n)-H(m) based on the resonant excit
©2004 The American Physical Society12-1
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tion transfer cross sections must be revised when these c
sections become lower than the contribution due to the e
tic collision. At the same time, the diffusion-type collisio
integrals for the interactions H(n)-H1 based on charge trans
fer cross sections must be refined to include the elastic c
tribution. The last can be obtained by considering a pola
ability model with the dependence of the polarizability
the principal quantum number of excited states.

The complicated nature of the present problem need
be stressed. The results, based on a set of transport
sections derived by simple traditional methods, as well as
the use of standard transport equations, could generate
sensation of the completely solved problem. Unfortunat
this is not the case, as will be clear in the following. W
therefore anticipate the qualitative nature of the present
culations which should generate further work on the subj

The paper is organized as follows. Section II deals w
the calculation of transport cross sections for excited st
~called ‘‘abnormal’’ cross sections!. Section III reports the
transport coefficients~viscosity, different contributions of the
total thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity! calculated
with this set of cross sections. The results are always c
pared with the approximation that calculates the cross
tions of excited states equal to the ground state~the so-called
‘‘usual’’ cross sections!. Section IV analyzes the accuracy
the present calculations emphasizing, in particular, the
pirical approach, making heavy use of crude averaging
proximations to obtain the necessary transport collision in
grals. Summary and future perspectives are reported in
Conclusions.

II. TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS

A. Transport cross sections for ground-state atoms and
molecules

Transport cross sections can be calculated as a functio
the gas temperatureT according to the following equation
@13#:

V i j
,,s5A kT

2pm i j
E

0

1`

e2g i j
2
g i j

2s13s (,)~g!dg, ~1!

s (,)~g!52pE
0

1`

@12cos,~x!#bdb, ~2!

whereg i j
2 5m i j g

2/2kT, g is the reduced relative velocity,m
is the reduced mass of the colliding particles,x is the deflec-
tion angle,b is the impact parameter, ands (,) is the gas-
kinetic cross section of order, that can be derived from
measurements or computed from the intermolecular pote
V(r ). In the last case the collision integrals are tabulated
different forms of the intermolecular potential~exponential
repulsive, Morse, Lennard-Jones potential! @13#. Simple in-
terpolations among tabulated data furnish the needed c
sion integrals once the parameters entering in the pote
are known.
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The considered interactions include neutral-neu
(H2-H2 , H2-H, H-H!, ion-neutral (H1-H2 , H1-H), electron-
neutral (e-H, e-H2) and charged-charged (H1-e, H1-H1,
e-e) types.

The relevant collision integrals have been discussed
Gorse and Capitelli@14#. The only difference from the data
reported in Ref.@14# is in the charged-charged collision in
tegrals which have been calculated interpolating the num
cal values given by Masonet al. @15# rather than using the
well-known Liboff’s equations@16#.

B. Transport cross sections of excited states

We limit our description to the interactions H(n)-H1,
H(n)-H(m), ande-H(n). The interaction of molecular hy
drogen and excited atomic hydrogen can be disregarded
to the practical disappearance of hydrogen molecules in
temperature range where the electronically excited state
hydrogen atoms start being populated.

For the present calculations we need the collision in
grals of different orders, depending on the different appro
mations used in the Chapman-Enskog method. To this
we have used a recursive formula@13#

V,,s115T
]V,,s

]T
1S s1

3

2DV,,s. ~3!

Note also that we have used thereduced collision integrals,
i.e., the collision integrals normalized to the rigid sphe
model.

1. The interactionH„n…-H„n…

Viscosity-type collision integrals,V (2,2)* , for the interac-
tion H(n)-H(n) up to n55 have been calculated by Celib
erto et al. @17# by using potential-energy curves obtained
configuration interaction method. The data have been in
polated at different temperatures and then extrapolatedn
512 with suitable fitting procedures@18#.

Diffusion-type collision integrals,V (1,1)* , up to n55
have been obtained by integrating the momentum tran
cross sections reported by Celibertoet al. @17#. These data
have been extrapolated up ton512 with the same procedur
described previously.

The recursive formula~3! has been then used for the co
lision integrals VH(n)-H(n)

(1,2) and VH(n)-H(n)
(1,3) . A sample of

viscosity-type collision integrals has been reported in Fig
as a function ofn85221/n2, n being the principal quantum
number of atomic hydrogen.

2. The interactionH„n…-H„m…

Let us start with the diffusion-type collision integral
These collision integrals contain two contributions, one co
ing from theresonant excitation exchangeVet

(,,s)* , i.e., by
the process

H~n!1H~m!→H~m!1H~n!,

the other one by theelastic contributionVel
(,,s)* .
2-2
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The contribution coming from the excitation transfer pr
cess has been calculated by Capitelliet al. @11#. The elastic
contribution has been estimated by averaging the co
sponding diagonal~not affected by excitation transfer pro
cess! contributions H(n)-H(n), H(m)-H(m) according to
the simple formula

VH(n)-H(m)el
(,,s)* ~T!5 1

2 ~VH(n)-H(n)
(,,s)* 1VH(m)-H(m)

(,,s)* !. ~4!

Finally the diffusion-type collision integrals have been c
culated according to the following equation:

VH(n)-H(m)
(,,s)* ~T!5A~Vet

(,,s)* !21~Vel
(,,s)* !2. ~5!

In general, excitation transfer process dominates
diffusion-type collision integrals; the elastic contributio
starts being predominant for large differences in then2m
values.

Viscosity-type collision integrals~not affected by the ex-
citation transfer process! have been obtained by a simp
average,

VH(n)-H(m)
(2,2)* ~T!5 1

2 ~VH(n)-H(n)
(2,2)* 1VH(m)-H(m)

(2,2)* !. ~6!

3. The interactionH„n…-H¿

The diffusion-type collision integrals have been calc
lated, as in the case of H(n)-H(n) interaction, by averaging
the contribution fromresonant charge transferand elastic
collision.

The contribution due to charge transfer has been ca
lated by Capitelliet al. @8,11# and fitted according to the
following expression:

VH(n)-H1ct
(1,1)* ~T!5exp@ f 1n8 f 2T8 f 31exp~ f 4n82 f 5!# ~7!

with T85T/1000, f 153.519, f 250.77, f 3522.732
31022, f 4515.9, f 5530.3. The correspondingVH(n)-H1ct

(1,2)

andVH(n)-H1ct
(1,3) collision integrals have been obtained by t

recursive formula~3!.

FIG. 1. Viscosity-type collision integrals as a function ofn8
5(221/n2), for H(n)-H(n) interactions, atT5104 ~triangles! and
23104 K ~circles!. Circles and triangles represent data of Celibe
et al. @17#
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To estimate the contribution due to elastic collision w
have used a polarizability model including the dependenc
polarizability on the principal quantum numbern. The fol-
lowing equation can be used:

VH(n)-H1pol
(1,1)* ~T!5425.4Z

apol
1/2

T
, ~8!

whereZ represents the ion charge andapol is the atom po-
larizability expressed in Å3. The dependence ofapol on the
principal quantum numbern has been obtained by@19#

apol5
1
8 a0

3n4@17n223~n12n2!229m2119#, ~9!

where theparabolic quantum numbers n1 andn2 are defined
as

H n15n2,21

n25,2umu
⇒n12n25n22,212umu. ~10!

The total diffusion collision integrals have been obtain
by averaging the charge transfer and polarizability contri
tions according to the following equation:

VH(n)-H1
(,,s)* ~T!5A~Vct

(,,s)* !21~Vpol
(,,s)* !2. ~11!

As in the case of H(n)-H(n) interaction, the diffusion-type
collision integrals are dominated by resonant charge
change cross sections, the elastic~polarizability! contribution
not exceeding 10%.

The viscosity-type collision integrals, not affected b
resonant charge transfer cross sections, have been obt
by extrapolating the corresponding values calculated in R
@17# for n<5 to n512. Their dependence as a function
T8 andn8 is given by

VH(n)-H1
(2,2)* ~T!5exp@g1n8g2T8g31exp~g4n82g5!# ~12!

with T85T/1000, g154.0349, g250.9, g3523.442
31021, g4515.6, g5530.25.

4. The interaction e-H„n…

Momentum transfer cross sections,se-H(n)
mt , for the colli-

sion e-H(n) have been calculated by Ignjatovicet al. @20#
using the partial wave method.

Their cross sections@a0
2# have been fitted as a function o

energyE@eV# and of the principal quantum numbern by the
following expression:

se-H(n)
mt ~E!5

A

E
ln@11Bn4E2#@11Cexp~2DAE!#.

~13!

The relevant parametersA, B, C, and D have been re-
ported in Table 9 of Ref.@20#. The momentum transfer cros
sections have been transformed in diffusion-type collis
integrals by direct integration of Eq.~1!.

The recursive formula~3! has been used for obtaining th
other collision integralsVe-H(n)

(,,s)* 2<s<5. The viscosity-type
2-3
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collision integralsVe-H(n)
(2,2)* have been considered equal to t

Ve-H(n)
(1,1)* ones, while the collision integrals of the ord

Ve-H(n)
(2,s)* have been again calculated by the recursive form

A sample of results is reported in Fig. 2

III. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

Transport coefficients have been calculated by using
third approximation of the Chapman-Enskog method for
electron component and the first nonvanishing approxim
tion for heavy components~i.e., the first approximation for
viscosity and the second one for the contribution of
heavy components to the thermal conductivity! @21#.

Saha and Boltzmann laws have been used for calcula
the equilibrium composition of the plasma (H2 , H, H1, e)
and the concentration of excited states of atomic hydroge
the different principal quantum numbern @H(n)# ~see Capi-
telli et al. @11#!. In general we have considered 12 electro
cally excited states; at high pressure we have reduced
number of excited states to 7 to take into account the
crease of the number of electronically excited states w
increasing the pressure as discussed in Ref.@11#.

A. Thermal conductivity

The total thermal conductivityl tot of a local thermody-
namic equilibrium~LTE! plasma has been calculated by ad
ing the different contributions, i.e.,

l tot5lh1le1l int1l r , ~14!

where the members on the right-hand side of the equa
represent, respectively, the translational contribution
heavy particles, the translational contribution of electro
the contribution of internal degrees of freedom, and the
active thermal conductivity.

The first term can be expressed through the second
proximation of the Chapman-Enskog method according
the following equation:

FIG. 2. Diffusion-type collision integrals as a function ofn8
5(221/n2), for e-H(n) interactions, atT5104 ~triangles! and 2
3104 K ~circles!, obtained by integration of cross section data fro
Ref. @20#.
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lh54U L11 . . . L1m x1

A A A

Lm1 . . . Lmm xm

x1 . . . xm 0

U Y U L11 . . . L1m

A A

Lm1 . . . Lmm

U .

~15!

Elements of the determinants are expressed as a func
of temperature, collision integrals, and mass of the spe
~explicit equations can be found in Ref.@13#!. The order of
the determinant is controlled by the number of chemical s
cies (m) considered in the calculation. In the present case
consider up to 15 species@H2, H1, e, H(n)].

Figure 3~a! reports the ratiolh
a/lh

u , i.e., the ratio between
the translational thermal conductivity values calculated w
the abnormal cross sectionslh

a and the corresponding resul
calculated with the usual cross sectionslh

u as a function of
temperature for different pressures. The temperature ra
considered in the different figures is 104<T<33104 K. For
T,104 K the presence of excited states does not alter
results.

Inspection of Fig. 3~a! shows that the differences in th
ratio lh

a/lh
u strongly increase with the pressure. By defining

relative error aserr5ulh
a2lh

uu/lh
a3100 we can appreciate

that the maximum error in the curves is 7%, 40%, a
240% for 1, 10, and 100 atm, respectively.

It should be noted that the small effect observed at 1 a
is due to a compensation effect between diagonal and
diagonal terms in the whole representation of the tran
tional thermal conductivity of the heavy components@see Eq.
~15!#; this compensation disappears when we consider o
the diagonal terms in Eq.~15!. In this case, in fact, the rela
tive error reaches a value of 160% when comparing
translational thermal conductivity calculated with the tw
sets of collision integrals.

The compensation between diagonal and nondiago
terms disappears at high pressure as a result of the shiftin
the ionization equilibrium towards higher temperature
where excited states are more easily populated. The resu
Fig. 3~a! have been obtained by considering in all cases
excited states. However, as pointed out in the Introducti
the number of excited states to be considered in the parti
function should decrease with increasing pressure. As in R
@11#, applying a very simple cutoff criterion, we have es
mated ton57 the maximum principal quantum number
be considered at 100 atm. As expected, the difference
lh

a/lh
u strongly decrease when reducing the total number

excited states@see the dotted line in Fig. 3~a!#. The relative
error can reach in this case a value of 42%.

Let us now consider the effect of excited states on
translational thermal conductivity of free electrons. In th
case we have used the third approximation of the Chapm
Enskog method. The relevant equations can be written
@21#

le5
75

8
1016nekS 2pkTe

me
D 1/2 q22

q11q222~q12!2
, ~16!
2-4
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FIG. 3. Ratio between transport coefficients calculated by us
abnormal ~a! and usual ~u! collision integrals, as a function o
temperature, at different pressures and for different numbe
atomic levels.~a! Translational thermal conductivity of heavy pa
ticles; ~b! translational thermal conductivity of electrons;~c! reac-
tive thermal conductivity;~d! total thermal conductivity.
02641
q1158A2neQee
(2,2)* 18 (

j 51

m21

nj S 25

4
Qe j

(1,1)* 215Qe j
(1,2)*

112Qe j
(1,3)* D , ~17!

q1258A2neS 7

4
Qee

(2,2)* 22Qee
(2,3)* D18 (

j 51

m21

nj S 175

16
Qe j

(1,1)*

2
315

8
Qe j

(1,2)* 157Qe j
(1,3)* 230Qe j

(1,4)* D , ~18!

q2258A2neS 77

16
Qee

(2,2)* 27Qee
(2,3)* 15Qee

(2,4)* D
18 (

j 51

m21

nj S 1225

64
Qe j

(1,1)* 2
735

8
Qe j

(1,2)* 1
399

2
Qe j

(1,3)*

2210Qe j
(1,4)* 190Qe j

(1,5)* D , ~19!

whereme , Te , ne represent the electron mass, density, a
temperature of electrons, respectively, andQi j

(,,s)*
5pV i j

(,,s)* .
The presence of excited states affects only the interac

of electrons with H(n). Figure 3~b! reports the ratiole
a/le

u

calculated with the two sets of collision integrals as a fun
tion of temperature at different pressures. We observe
the excited states increase their influence with increasing
pressure. The relative error, defined aserr5ule

a2le
uu/le

a

3100, reaches maximum values of 0.5%, 4%, and 25%
1, 10, and 100 atm, respectively. The last deviation redu
to 5% when considering only seven excited states@see the
dotted line in Fig. 3~b!#.

Let us now examine the reactive thermal conductivi
This contribution has been extensively analyzed in Ref.@11#.
The main conclusions follow the trend illustrated forlh and
le in the present paper. In particular, Fig. 3~c! reports the
ratio l r

a/l r
u as a function of temperature at different pre

sures. The relative error, again defined aserr5ul r
a

2l r
uu/l r

a3100, reaches maximum values of 40%, 37%, a
120% for 1, 10, and 100 atm, respectively. In the last c
the maximum error reduces to 47% when inserting se
excited states.

Finally we want to point out that the larger contribution
l int comes from the vibrational and rotational degrees
freedom of the molecular H2. Electronically excited states o
atomic hydrogen should contribute to the thermal conduc
ity when the reactive thermal conductivity considers only t
ionization from the ground state, i.e., when use is made
the usual collision integrals. This means that in the tempe
ture range 104–33104 K the internal contribution of mol-
ecules disappears, while the internal contribution due to
electronically excited states is already inserted inl r .

Now we compare the total thermal conductivity calc
lated according to the two sets of collision integrals. Figu
3~d! reports the ratiol tot

a /l tot
u as a function of temperatur

g

of
2-5
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for different pressures. The relative error in this case assu
the values of 3%, 15%, and 60% forp51, 10, and 100 atm
respectively; the last error reduces to 18% when inser
seven excited states.

Numerical values of the total thermal conductivity, at d
ferent pressures, as a function of temperature, have bee
ported in Table I. Note that we have reported forp
5100 atm the values calculated by including in the relat
equations seven excited states. This selection should be

TABLE I. Total thermal conductivity (W m21 K21) in the tem-
perature range (104–33104 K), at different pressures and for dif
ferent number of atomic excited levels.

P51 atm P510 atm P5100 atm
T n512 n512 n57

10000 3.81331010 3.54331010 3.74231010

11000 4.41931010 4.10631010 4.02431010

12000 5.03831010 4.70031010 4.47731010

13000 5.82531010 5.24831010 5.03531010

14000 6.64031010 5.75931010 5.64131010

15000 6.98731010 6.31331010 6.24131010

16000 6.54131010 6.90531010 6.80131010

17000 5.56531010 7.38631010 7.32731010

18000 4.59831010 7.58331010 7.84231010

19000 3.94231010 7.44331010 8.36231010

20000 3.61431010 7.07531010 8.86931010

21000 3.52931010 6.65731010 9.32931010

22000 3.60131010 6.33031010 9.71131010

23000 3.77431010 6.15531010 1.00131011

24000 4.01231010 6.13931010 1.02431011

25000 4.29731010 6.25831010 1.04331011

26000 4.61531010 6.48431010 1.06331011

27000 4.96331010 6.79431010 1.08631011

28000 5.33531010 7.16731010 1.11631011

29000 5.73031010 7.59131010 1.15231011

30000 6.14831010 8.05531010 1.19531011

FIG. 4. Ratio between the viscosity values calculated by us
abnormal ~a! and usual ~u! collision integrals, as a function o
temperature, at different pressures and for different numbe
atomic levels.
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TABLE II. Viscosity @Kg m21 s21# in the temperature range
(104–33104 K), at different pressures and for different number
atomic excited levels.

P51 atm P510 atm P5100 atm
T n512 n512 n57

10000 9.37131025 1.01231024 1.04131024

11000 8.76431025 1.07531024 1.13531024

12000 7.10531025 1.08431024 1.21931024

13000 5.04331025 1.01231024 1.28331024

14000 3.28131025 8.64131025 1.30931024

15000 2.05631025 6.79631025 1.28531024

16000 1.29931025 5.05431025 1.20731024

17000 8.64731026 3.66231025 1.08231024

18000 6.29431026 2.65331025 9.33631025

19000 5.08831026 1.96031025 7.82731025

20000 4.52831026 1.50231025 6.45931025

21000 4.33131026 1.20831025 5.30831025

22000 4.34731026 1.02531025 4.38731025

23000 4.49331026 9.16131026 3.67431025

24000 4.72331026 8.56431026 3.13431025

25000 5.01031026 8.30031026 2.73331025

26000 5.34031026 8.26731026 2.44031025

27000 5.70431026 8.39631026 2.23131025

28000 6.09631026 8.64231026 2.08631025

29000 6.51331026 8.97731026 1.99131025

30000 6.95231026 9.38131026 1.93431025

TABLE III. Electrical conductivity (S m21) in the temperature
range @104–33104 K#, at different pressures and for differen
number of atomic excited levels.

P51 atm P510 atm P5100 atm
T n512 n512 n57

10000 1.78331013 8.91831012 3.38931012

11000 2.87131013 1.74131013 7.47331012

12000 3.99431013 2.85831013 1.40931013

13000 5.07331013 4.13031013 2.34631013

14000 6.07331013 5.44731013 3.53431013

15000 6.97831013 6.73431013 4.92131013

16000 7.78531013 7.95431013 6.43931013

17000 8.50531013 9.09531013 8.02331013

18000 9.15831013 1.01631014 9.62231013

19000 9.76631013 1.11631014 1.12031014

20000 1.03531014 1.21031014 1.27431014

21000 1.09231014 1.29931014 1.42331014

22000 1.14831014 1.38531014 1.56631014

23000 1.20431014 1.46831014 1.70431014

24000 1.26031014 1.54931014 1.83731014

25000 1.31731014 1.62831014 1.96531014

26000 1.37431014 1.70631014 2.08831014

27000 1.43331014 1.78431014 2.20831014

28000 1.49331014 1.86031014 2.32431014

29000 1.55531014 1.93631014 2.43631014

30000 1.61831014 2.01131014 2.54631014
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ferred to that which considersn512, as discussed in Re
@11#.

B. Viscosity

The influence of electronically excited states on the v
cosity has been recently discussed. We have used the
approximation of the Chapman-Enskog method which
sumes a form very similar to Eq.~15! @13#.

The results are in line with those discussed for the he
particle translational contribution to the total thermal co
ductivity. In particular, Fig. 4 reports the ratioha/hu as a
function of temperature for different pressures. As in the c
of translational thermal conductivity the viscosity values c
culated with the abnormal cross sections are less than
corresponding values calculated with the usual cross
tions. The maximum relative error in this case assumes
t
l
on
te

ve
ho
is

e
H
T
ef
A

d
io
e
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values of 9%, 48%, and 250% forp51, 10, and 100 atm,
respectively; the last error becoming 45% when insert
seven excited states.

Again we observe larger deviations when the off-diago
terms in the viscosity equation are neglected in the calc
tion. As an example, at 1 atm the maximum error increa
from 9% to 100%. Numerical values of viscosity at differe
pressures are presented in Table II. Again forp5100 atm we
report only the values calculated including seven exci
states.

C. Electrical conductivity

Electrical conductivity~Table III! has been calculated b
using the third approximation of the Chapman-Ensk
method which can be written as@21#
se5
3

2
e2ne

2S 2p

mekTe
D 1/2 q11q222~q12!2

q00@q11q222~q12!2#1q01~q12q022q01q22!1q02~q01q122q02q11!
, ~20!
first
the

-
ned
n
g

ol-

ted
e is

cu-

ent
q0058ne(
j 51

m21

njQe j
(1,1)* , ~21!

q0158ne(
j 51

m21

nj S 5

2
Qe j

(1,1)* 23Qe j
(1,2)* D , ~22!

q0258ne(
j 51

m21

nj S 35

8
Qe j

(1,1)* 2
21

2
Qe j

(1,2)* 16Qe j
(1,3)* D .

~23!

The presence of electronically excited states can affecse
through the collisionse-H(n). The trend of the electrica
conductivity follows that one described for the contributi
of electrons to the thermal conductivity as can be apprecia
in Fig. 5 where we have reportedse

a/se
u . The relative error

calculated as before increases from 1% at 1 atm to 45%
100 atm. The last error reduces to 10% when only se
states are considered. The results at 1 atm are similar to t
reported in Ref.@20#, being however different at 10 atm. Th
is probably due to the simplified equation used in Ref.@20#
for the calculation of the electrical conductivity.

IV. COMMENTS

The results reported in the previous sections indicat
strong dependence of the transport coefficients of LTE2
plasmas on the presence of electronically excited states.
conclusion is reached when comparing the transport co
cients calculated with the two sets of collision integrals.
natural question arises on the accuracy of the presente
sults which, of course, depend on the adopted set of collis
integrals for excited states as well as on the number of
d

at
n
se

a

his
fi-

re-
n

x-

cited states existing in the plasma.
These points need some comments. Let us consider

the most important interactions that affect our results. In
case of heavy particle components~translational thermal
conductivity and viscosity! the viscosity-type collision inte-
grals for the interaction H(n)-H1 have a large role in affect
ing the results. These collision integrals have been obtai
by extrapolating ton.5 the collision integrals calculated i
Ref. @8# by adiabatically averaging the contribution comin
from the different potential curves arising in a particular c
lision. In turn the potential curves of H2

1 are exact, since the
hydrogen molecular ion is one of the few examples trea
exactly by quantum mechanics. The problem in this cas
the extrapolation of the results to highern. A completely

FIG. 5. Ratio between the electrical conductivity values cal
lated by usingabnormal~a! andusual ~u! collision integrals, as a
function of temperature, at different pressures and for differ
number of atomic levels.
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different way to calculate the viscosity-type collision int
grals should be to calculate them with a polarizability mo
taking into account the dependence of the polarizability
the principal quantum number. A comparison of collision
tegrals calculated in this way with the corresponding o
used in the present work shows that the polarizability mo
gives a much stronger dependence of collision integrals on
specially forn.5. At the same time the viscosity data o
tained by the transport cross sections from polarizabi
model are lower than the corresponding values used in
bulk of the present work~see Fig. 6!. Again the differences
become more and more important with increasing the p
sure, thus emphasizing the need for further studies
viscosity-type collision integrals for the interactio
H(n)-H1. Differences in the viscosity values are well ev
dent also at 1 atm.

Another set of collision integrals which can affect th
viscosity is that relative to the interaction H(n)-H(n). These
collision integrals have been calculated taking into acco
only a few potentials in each interaction. As an example,
interaction between H(2)-H(2) species occurs adiabatical
through a lot of1,3S, 1,3P, 1,3D states@22#, while the colli-
sion integrals calculated in Ref.@17# include only the contri-
bution coming from the states1Sg

1 and 1Pg . The difference
in the two sets of collision integrals does not exceed a fa
of 1.7 which can be taken as an indication of the accurac
our collision integrals. These differences do not propagat
the calculated viscosity values for the temperature and p
sure ranges considered in the present paper.

Note, however, that when dealing with the interaction
excited states, inelastic and reactive terms@23,24# can affect
the results. Insertion of these effects should increase
transport cross sections exalting in any case the role of
cited states in affecting the results. Similar considerati
apply to the translational thermal conductivity of hea
components.

The dependence of the reactive thermal conductivity
the collision integrals has been examined in detail in R
@11# where we have shown that this term mainly depends

FIG. 6. Ratio between the viscosity values calculated by us
VH(n)-H1

(2,2)* based on the polarizability model~pol!, andabnormal~a!
collision integrals, as a function of temperature, at different pr
sures and for different number of atomic levels.
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the diffusion-type collision integrals for the interactio
H(n)-H1. In the present study we have taken into accoun
this collision also the contribution coming from the polari
ability. A comparison ofl r , calculated by using in both
cases abnormal collision integrals with and without the p
larizability contribution, shows no appreciable difference
thus meaning that the charge transfer cross sections dom
the diffusion-type collision integrals.

The contribution of electrons to the thermal and electri
conductivity depends on the collision integrals for the int
action e-H(n). The quantum mechanical calculation of th
momentum transfer cross sections performed by Ignjato
and Mihajlov @20# seems adequate for the present aim. A
in this case we have neglected in the transport cross sec
the effects due to inelastic and reactive collisions wh
strongly increase withn. Moreover, the use of the prese
calculations to higher pressures can be open to question
to the many body effects neglected by Ignjatovic and M
hajlov @20# ~e.g., see Ref.@25#!.

Let us now examine the effect of the number of excit
states on the transport properties. This point has been
tially discussed above where we have shown calculati
performed by considering excited states up ton57 for p
5100 atm. This problem derives by the finite number
excited states existing in the plasma. Several cutoff crite
have been proposed in the literature to truncate the parti
function of an atom. Despite this, till now no universal c
terion existed. All the criteria however indicate that the nu
ber of excited states to be considered in a plasma decre
with increasing the electron density or the total pressure
Ref. @11# we have calculated an approximate number of
cited states at 100 atm of 7 by using a very simple criteri
i.e., by considering excited states with a classical Bohr rad
not exceeding the interparticle distance.

At higher pressures, of course, the number of exci
states should further decrease. However, increasing the p
sure the ionization equilibrium is shifted to higher tempe
tures so that the concentration of excited states with
principal quantum number can be sufficient to affect t
transport properties. This point can be better appreciated
looking at the behavior of the different quantities at 1000 a
~see Fig. 7!. In this case we have reported the different qua
tities by varying the number of excited states. We can
that in this case already the first excited state (n52) affects
the results. Of course, the 1000 atm case presents other p
lems linked to nonideality of the plasma under these con
tions @4,25#.

Another interesting point deals with the accuracy of t
present calculations with respect to the Chapman-Enskog
proximation used in the present work. Let us first discuss
viscosity and the translational thermal conductivity of t
heavy components. We have used for these quantities
first nonvanishing approximations of the method given in
determinantal form of the type of Eq.~15!. These approxi-
mations are very accurate when neglecting the presenc
excited states. In the presence of excited states with t
abnormal transport cross sections these approximat
could not be sufficient. A signal in this direction is given b
the strong differences occurring when neglecting the o

g

-
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FIG. 7. Ratio between transport coefficients calculated by usingabnormal~a! andusual~u! collision integrals at pressure of 1000 atm
as a function of temperature, and for different number of atomic levels.~a! Translational thermal conductivity of heavy particles;~b!
translational thermal conductivity of electrons;~c! reactive thermal conductivity;~d! total thermal conductivity;~e! viscosity; ~f! electrical
conductivity.
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diagonal terms in these approximations.
A similar conclusion could be extended to the react

thermal conductivity. Probably a better formulation of t
Butler-Brokaw equation could be necessary when consi
ing electronically excited states.

Finally the electron properties~thermal and electrical con
ductivity! calculated in the present work with the third a
proximation of the Chapman-Enskog method could requ
higher approximations due to the strong differences in
collision frequency between electron-ground state a
electron-excited state interactions.

The final answer to the role of excited states in affect
the transport properties of a LTE plasma should be an exp
mental validation of these quantities. At the moment the
periments@26# have been limited to atmospheric plasmas,
02641
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e
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which the inclusion of excited states does not alter app
ently the situation. Our calculations at 1 atm are in go
agreement with the existing theoretical and experimental
ues. To conclude this section again we want to point out
semiempirical nature of the selected transport cross secti
indicating a qualitative validity of the present transport co
ficient calculations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we have shown the dependenc
transport coefficients of LTE~local thermodynamic equilib-
rium! atomic hydrogen plasmas on the presence of electr
cally excited states. Our results emphasize the importanc
these states in affecting the transport coefficients espec
2-9
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at high pressure. This point can open new perspectives in
understanding of transport coefficients for high temperat
plasmas.

The present results must be regarded at this stage o
development from the qualitative point of view. Future im
provements should consider both an improvement of
transport cross sections as well as a better theory for
calculation of the number of excited states in the act
plasma. In particular, more advanced quantum mechan
methods should be used to calculate the relevant cross
tions especially at high pressure when many body inte
tions cannot be neglected. Higher approximations of
Chapman-Enskog method should also be used to improve
,

nd

nd

s

li,

li,
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present results. The proposed improvements, while incr
ing the accuracy of the present results, should not affect t
qualitative validity.

Dedicated experiments at high pressure will be welco
to validate the present theoretical values. Extension of th
ideas to divertor plasmas and/or to unusual astrophys
situations as well as to nonequilibrium situations should
encouraged.
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